Brand Identity Guideline

Logo Justification:
FLA logo was designed using the negative space Technique that
represent a woman face inside a Jasmine flower, and the
jasmine flower came initially from the Arabic translation of the
Academy acronym “FLA” which pronounced “ ُلة
 ”فand it was
chosen along with the (blue + orange) colors because they
represent several values that will be shown below.

Jasmine Flower symbolism:
Jasmine was grown initially in areas of the Himalayas, China, the
Middle East and India, but today is one of the most popular and
beautiful plant.
The jasmine flower’s message is mysteriously complex and means
different things in different settings. Its pristine beauty and heady
fragrance speaks of love and evokes positive feelings. Jasmine also
symbolizes beauty, sensuality, appreciation, purity, it has powerful
meanings all associated with a great positive character.
white jasmine is a symbol of affection, of eternal love and sensuality. It’s beautiful and
delicious smell makes it a sophisticated and beautiful alternative. It is also used in Reiki as a
flower to share love and knowledge.
Jasmine is a flower that, in any color, symbolizes friendliness, modesty, Empathy, Honesty,
Flexibility and simplicity, all because it is a beautiful plant but at the same time very simple.
Therefore we chose it because it symbolizes traits and characteristics that any great leader
should be characterized by.

The (Blue + Orange) colors justification:
Colors selection is very critical because It’s what gets your audience to see what you want
them to see, feel what you want them to feel. To make our logo stands out we chose the
Complementary (Opposite) Colors technique we chose the Blue and it’s opposite Orange
because each color symbolizes a distinguished values.

Blue Color Justification:
Blue is known for its trust and dependability. It’s reliable, responsible, and mentally soothing.
For that reason alone, it’s one of the most-liked colors across the entire world.
Unlike red, blue lends a more mental reaction rather than physical that allows us to destress,
calm down, and think of the most ideal situation.
blue is a well-liked color that can bring a sense of calmness and trust when building
relationships, especially between a team and their leader.

Orange Color Justification:
Orange has a very interesting psychological meaning as it combines red’s power and energy
with yellow’s friendliness and fun. The mix makes orange a good representation of physical
comfort in our warmth and shelter.
Orange is also known to be a color of motivation, lends a positive attitude, and general
enthusiasm for life. Overall, orange is great for bringing comfort in tough times, and creating a
sense of fun or freedom in your visuals.

Fla Full Color & Mono Portrait Logo:
FLA Full Color Portrait Logo:
FLA Full Color Portrait Logo should be used whenever possible. There is a no border around
the FLA portrait logo. It is preferred that the FLA Full Color Portrait Logo is used on a white
background. When the logo is used on any colored background the Mono logo should be used
then.
The master FLA blue is:
 PMS 2915
 CMYK C52 M23 Y0 K16
 RGB R102 G165 B213
 WEB 66a5d5

Mono Portrait Logo:
When the blue version cannot be used due to printing or media limitations, black is the only
other color to be used. For example, if printed on material with a limited number of spot
colors or in black and white advertisements and in press.
The master FLA blue is:
 PMS Neutral Black
 CMYK C0 M0 Y0 K100
 RGB R0 G0 B0
 WEB 000000

Logo Isolation Guide & Minimum Size:
Logo Isolation Guide:
The isolation area denotes the space around the logo in which no other type or graphic
elements can encroach. The ‘box’ in the upper left hand corner of the logo is equal to 1 unit.
The isolation area for the logo is 1 unit as specified around the edge of the entire logo (see
below).

NB. 1 unit = 1/6th of width of logo.

Minimum Size:
The minimum size for the FLA logo is 52.92mm width or 150 pixels for portrait version in
digital formats, and 105.83mm width or 300 pixel for landscape version (see below).

FLA Logo Do’s and Don’ts:
FLA Logo Do’s:
The FLA logo must only be used with either the blue color or mono only.

Logo Don’ts:
Along with the minimum size and isolation rules that need to be followed, below is a list of
incorrect logo applications that need to be avoided when creating artwork.
■ Do not distort or change the FLA logo in any way (see Figure 1).
■ Do not alter the color of the logo (see Figure 2).
■ Never full reverse the BPAY logo in colored backgrounds (see Figure 3).
■ Never add additional text or graphic elements to the FLA logos (see Figure 4).
If you are unsure around the correct use of the FLA logo, contact US.
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FLA Full Color & Mono Landscape Logo:
Landscape Logo:
The FLA landscape logo may be used only when, due to space or layout
restrictions, the portrait logo cannot be applied. It is preferred that the FLA
landscape logo be used in color. It is preferred that the FLA landscape logo is used
on a white background.
The master FLA is:
 PMS 2915
 CMYK C52 M23 Y0 K16
 RGB R102 G165 B213
 WEB 66a5d5

Mono Landscape Logo:
When the Colored version cannot be used due to printing or media limitations,
black is the only other color to be used. For example, if printed on material with a
limited number of spot colors or in black and white advertisements and in press.

The FLA Typeface:
FLA brand and preferred typeface All headings should be set in Berlin Sans FB Demi
Bold. It is used in upper and lower case. Arabic typeface is ae_Sindibad

Berlin Sans FB Demi Bold

ae_Sindibad

Fla Visual Brand Identity Mockup:
FLA brand's visual identity is the overall look of its communications. Effective
visual brand identity is achieved by the consistent use of particular visual elements
to create distinction.

FLA Printing Standards:
Business Cards: 9cm*5.5cm
Letterhead: A4

